
Compassionate Care Is Here!

Common
Misconceptions
in Early Start

Some families or even
professionals may
worry that a child may
have a serious issue if
they qualify for Early
Start. This is not true.
A delay in one or
more of these areas is
not cause for major
concern. That alone is
not going to qualify to determine a diagnosis, but
rather a signal to take a closer look.

Some setting events are less likely to offer sufficient
opportunities for development. Characteristics of
children that are more likely to access Early
Intervention but may not have a serious ongoing
learning issue can be one of any of these as examples:

premature birth
trauma in the family
medical illness early in life
lacking predictable routines
pacifier over usage
lacking the developmentally appropriate
materials such as books, puzzles, and other
materials.

In other scenarios an infant or
toddler maybe developing at their
own rate and none of the above
are present. Each child and
situation is different.

Many of the children Love 2
Learn, Early Start professionals
see, meet their developmental
milestones by the age of 3 or
before.

We encourage families and
professionals to ACT Early so that
we don’t miss out on valuable
time. It's important to have the
issue checked out promptly, as
research shows early intervention
can make a substantial difference
in the lives of children. Educating
families and professionals in
regards to what Early Start is and
isn’t helps remove some of the
barriers in getting services started
sooner rather than later.

Resources To Share!

Professional & Parent
Events

Enjoy complimentary family and professional
education, monthly, virtually with guest speakers.

Meet the Love 2 Learn Team Our team of seasoned Behavior Analysts, Speech
Pathologists, and Occupational Therapists.

Comprehensive Services Access Early Intervention, Applied Behavior Analysis
(ABA), Speech Therapy, Occupational Therapy &

https://www.l2lconsulting.com/our-events
https://www.l2lconsulting.com/leadership-team
https://www.l2lconsulting.com/services


(ABA, ST, OT) Social Skills

Contact Us!

If we may be of service to you, your team, or your families. Contact us here!

Our core focus is to enrich lives of those we serve: individuals, parents and
professionals. 

Stay Connected with Us!

       

mailto:renee@love2learnconsulting.com
https://www.facebook.com/Love2LearnConsulting
https://www.instagram.com/love2learn_hb/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLRNEIW5WJj4pz_L7__LqNQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/love2learnenrichinglives/mycompany/

